
The Harvia Spirit sauna heater, inspired by earth’s natural materials, 
brings you closer to nature while enjoying the healing power of sauna 
heat.

The gently curved body of the heater is designed to use rounded 
stones, seamlessly fusing the beauty of nature with an elegant hand-
made design. The rounded stones offer a soft, enveloping sauna 
steam to relax your body and mind, whilst the heater’s design adds a 
captivating touch to any sauna.

Whilst rooted in nature, this heater also looks towards the future. 
The fast-heating electric sauna heater can be operated using Harvia 
Xenio control units and has an optional WiFi upgrade so you can con-
trol the heater and all aspects of your sauna from your smart device 
using the MyHarvia app. The heater has integrated safety features to 
prevent the heater from starting if items are placed on top of it, as 
well as to prevent overheating. 

Harvia Spirit electric heaters are designed and manufactured in Fin-
land and meet regulations and local requirements for electric sauna 
heaters in the USA.
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Löyly [ˈlø̞y̯ly] is a Finnish word that describes the evaporating hot and healing steam that comes 
from the sauna heater once water has been poured on top of it. Löyly creates the authentic sauna 
experience and brings the healing heat of the sauna to your skin and soul.



Safety railing option
SP3

Rounded heater stones 
R-99

Technical data

Advanced technology

Accessories 

Heater
model

Product 
number

Output
kW

Sauna room
min-max. 
CuFt
m3

Width x Depth x Height
inch
mm

Weight
lb
kg

Stones
max
lb
kg

Spirit SP60, 1ph HSPE60U1M 6.0 177–294
5–8

15 x 13.1 x 29.5
385 x 334 x 750

28.8
13

110
50

Spirit SP80, 1ph HSPE80U1M 8.0 177–431
5–12

15 x 13.1 x 29.5
385 x 334 x 750

28.8
13

110
50

Xenio CX30/CX45
control unit
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• The Harvia Spirit's advanced technology improves the 
sauna experience and increases the safety of the sauna 
and the sauna bather. The heater's integrated safety 
function (1) guarantees that it cannot be turned on if 
any items are placed on top of it, thereby ensuring that 
it is safe to start the heater remotely. The heater has 
two separate safety sensors; one monitors the heater 
and the other monitors the sauna's temperature to 
prevent overheating.

• The innovative air ventilation channel heats up the 
sauna fast and keeps the temperature steady (2)

• Integrated heat shields (3) on the front and back of 
the heater ensure safety near the heater, keep the 
structures of the sauna cool, and guide the steam 
upwards.

• The Harvia Spirit sauna heater meets US standards and 
has a product certificate for electric sauna heaters that 
ensure safe and reliable use of the heater  
(Electric dry-bath sauna heaters UL875).

• The Harvia Spirit was designed and manufactured in 
Finland, the birthplace of sauna. With a legacy of over 
70 years in sauna and spa products, Harvia's expertise 
is embodied in the Harvia Spirit.
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